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Abstract

Little is known of Internet sport bloggers, who increasingly are becoming important cogs in sport journalism. In this phenomenology, semi-structured interviews were conducted with highly prominent sport bloggers. All were recorded, transcribed, and coded. A total of five dominant themes emerged from the data that focused on the shared experiences and learned attitudes toward Internet sport journalism. Overall, these themes showed sport bloggers were highly educated and very happy with their jobs, had a wide array of past work experiences that often had little to no relation with blogging or sport journalism, consider their jobs too varied to fall under one title, primarily work from home, and rarely attend sporting events they write about.
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Where did they come from and what do they actually believe? Barack Obama was born in Honolulu, Hawaii, on August 4, 1961. Here is his birth certificate. It's hard to say who was the first Birther. It was obvious that a segment of the American people would reject the legitimacy of Barack Obama's presidency, as they rejected Bill Clinton and as others rejected Bush (though Bush actually legit wasn't elected fyi). It is just weird that they all decided on such a lame and easily disproved conspiracy theory. So. Right. First off, a black man named Barack Hussein Obama becomes a Senator and delivers a rousing speech on national television. Certain people are going to assume he is a Muslim, and certain other people are going to try to. It comes from the world of the theatre, where superstition has it that wishing someone good luck will bring them disaster, whereas cursing them will have the opposite result. A: Ready for your presentation? B: I guess so. The meaning of this expression is fairly transparent. It describes a person who is hopeless at dancing. The reason for two left feet as opposed to two right feet probably has to do with the age-old stigmatisation of leftness. It’s really embarrassing at parties when my boyfriend hits the dance floor. He’s got two left feet. 4. to make a (right) pig's ear of something. – 21 idioms from the world of sport. – 30 useful English idioms and expressions. – 21 unusual English expressions from around the world. – 12 surprising facts about the English language. The Romans are the people who originated from the city of Rome in modern day Italy. Rome was the centre of the Roman Empire – the lands controlled by the Romans, which included parts of Europe (including Gaul (France), Greece and Spain), parts of North Africa and parts of the Middle East. The Empire was truly multi-cultural, and many Roman citizens had never even seen Rome. The Roman Army that invaded Britain in 43 A.D. was made up of legionaries and auxiliary soldiers from all over the Roman Empire. The map above shows the Roman Empire at its peak. The vertical line to the right of Italy show